The Diamond Walkway

THE DIAMOND WALKWAY honors and recognizes with grateful appreciation in perpetuity Delaware Diamonds Society and the Carillon Circle members since 1991.

LOCATING YOUR BRICK

You will need to know the coordinate of your brick as provided by the Office of Annual Giving. The walkway contains 22 gray diamond-shaped pavers. Each of these pavers corresponds to a letter, beginning at the walkway entrance on Main Street with “A” and continuing to the steps of Old College with “V.” Your coordinate corresponds to a specific quadrant on the Diamond Walkway.

The engraved bricks surrounding the pavers are segmented into four quadrants:

- **Quadrant 1** to the lower right
- **Quadrant 2** to the lower left
- **Quadrant 3** to the upper left
- **Quadrant 4** to the upper right

Therefore, if your coordinate is [A3], your brick can be located in the area to the upper left of the first diamond-shaped paver from Main Street. If you do not know your coordinate on the walkway, please contact the Office of Annual Giving at 302-831-2104.

For more information on the Delaware Diamonds Society or the Carillon Circle, please contact:

Office of Annual Giving
83 East Main Street
Newark, DE 19716
302.831.2104
fax 302.831.3045
www.udel.edu/makeagift